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As Teodolinda Barolini has observed, ‘‘The Commedia makes narrative
believers of us all. . . . We read the Commedia as Fundamentalists read the
Bible, as though it were true.’’1 Since the time of the earliest commenta-
tors on Dante, readers of the Divine Comedy (ca. 1308–21) have generally
assumed that Dante’s placement of his poem’s saints and sinners in the
three regions of the afterlife reflects Dante’s sincere moral judgment on
the factual virtues and vices of his contemporaries. As a result, scholars
even today often focus their critical attention on the private lives of
the real-life counterparts to Dante’s characters, researching obscure bio-
graphical details and trying to link Dante’s portrayal of his characters to
the events—notorious and widely attested or secret and half-imagined—
that the scholars’ biographical research has uncovered. In the contentious
case of Brunetto Latini, for example, scholars rarely question that Bru-
netto belongs in hell, where Dante has placed him; they merely disagree
over what Brunetto must have done to belong there. But this ‘‘Fundamen-
talist’’ approach to Dante’s poem, in its focus on real life and personal
morality, may be missing an important aspect of Dante’s characterization
of the souls in theCommedia. Indeed, Dante’s poemmay be less concerned
with passing judgment on the private morality of the real-life people
named in its pages than with rendering highly stylized and allusive por-
traits of cultural icons, icons that Dante then uses to address a range of
literary, social, and political topics. The final resting place of Brunetto
Latini and other poets in the Divine Comedy, for example, may represent
fictionally Dante’s literary criticism of their poetry rather than his sincere
moral judgment on their immortal souls and may reflect Dante’s need to
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1. Teodolinda Barolini, The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante (Princeton University
Press, 1992), 16.
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distinguish himself from his competitors in the literary marketplace of his
day.2

Understanding the literary marketplace of Dante’s day and its impor-
tance to Dante’s poem is a difficult but worthy undertaking. Pierre Bour-
dieu writes that the main task of the social history of literature is ‘‘that of
constructing the space of positions [within the field of cultural production]
and the space of the position-takings [prises de position] in which they are
expressed.’’3 In essence, the object of the social history of literature is to
determine the key literary, social, and political struggles of a particular age,
the position of literary figures of that age in relation to one another in those
struggles, and the effect of the struggles on the valuation of individual
works and authors. Bourdieu continues, ‘‘One of the major difficulties of
the social history of philosophy, art or literature is that it has to reconstruct
these spaces of original possibles which, because they were part of the self-
evident givens of the situation, remained unremarked and are therefore
unlikely to be mentioned in contemporary accounts, chronicles or mem-
oirs.’’4 But if we neglect to reconstruct these self-evident givens, ‘‘Ignorance
of everything which goes to make up the ‘mood of the age’ produces a de-
realization of works: stripped of everything which attached them to the
most concrete debates of their time . . . they are impoverished and trans-
formed in the direction of intellectualism or an empty humanism.’’5

Engaging in just this sort of ‘‘derealization’’ is precisely where ‘‘Funda-
mentalist’’ readings of the Divine Comedy have erred. In contrast, I attempt
here a ‘‘rerealization’’ of Inferno 15.6 By examining Dante’s references to

2. Gianfranco Contini has noted Dante’s self-conscious use of his characters for his own lit-
erary purposes and has suggested the uselessness of seeking the meaning of Dante’s poem in
the realm of the purely (auto)biographical. As Contini says of Inferno 5, for example, ‘‘Fran-
cesca è insomma una tappa, una tappa inferiore, simpatico . . . e respinta, dell’itinerario dan-
tesco, tappa della quale è superfluo cercar di distinguere se sia più letteraria o vitale’’ (Fran-
cesca is in the end a stage, an inferior, sympathetic . . . [but] rejected stage, of Dante’s journey,
a stage about which it is superfluous to seek to distinguish if it is more literary or real). See
Gianfranco Contini, Un’idea di Dante: Saggi danteschi (Turin: Einaudi, 1970), 48; unless other-
wise noted, all translations are my own. As Contini concludes, ‘‘finalmente Dante non è mica
una realista borghese. . . . suoi interlocutori sono loro, storici, e sono altro, simbolo e funzione’’
(finally Dante is not at all a bourgeois realist . . . his interlocutors are themselves, historical fig-
ures, and are other than themselves, symbol and function) (61–62).

3. Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, ed. Randal
Johnson (New York: ColumbiaUniversity Press, 1993), 30.

4. Ibid., 31.
5. Ibid., 32.
6. Others have also begun this work of ‘‘rerealizing’’ the key literary, social, and political

struggles in the literary field of Dante’s era, including Maria Luisa Ardizzone in Guido Caval-

canti: The Other Middle Ages (University of Toronto Press, 2002); Simon A. Gilson in Dante and

Renaissance Florence (Cambridge University Press, 2005); and Justin Steinberg in Accounting for

Dante: Urban Readers and Writers in Late Medieval Italy (University of Notre Dame Press, 2007). As
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female readers throughout his corpus and reexamining Dante’s portrayal
of Brunetto Latini in the Inferno, we can begin to reconstruct the ways in
which gender and sexuality relate symbolically to genre for Dante and his
contemporaries. In the actual debates within the field of cultural produc-
tion in Dante’s day, Dante’s position-taking (writing his Commedia in Italian
for potential women readers and portraying Brunetto Latini as a sodomite)
suggests that he desires to distance himself fromhis literary contemporaries
and that his portrayal of Latini, which has been a source of confusion for
Dante readers for centuries, is not a literal avowal of sexual (or other) im-
morality on Brunetto’s part but rather a dramatic—and dramatized—state-
ment in response to key issues and debates in the literary field of Dante’s
day. If, following Bourdieu, we recontextualize the condemnation of Latini
within the framework of the literary struggles of Dante’s era, we can per-
haps avoid falling into the traps against which Barolini and Bourdieu cau-
tion—both the trap of reading Dante ‘‘as Fundamentalists read the Bible’’
and the trap of reducing the Divine Comedy ‘‘in the direction of intellectual-
ism or an empty humanism.’’7

In struggles within the literary field, according to Bourdieu, ‘‘what is at
stake is . . . themonopoly of literary legitimacy.’’8Bourdieu defines the strat-
egies for gaining or maintaining such a monopoly largely in terms of audi-
ence—in terms of those to whom a writer writes and from whom the writer
seeks validation. Historically, Bourdieu argues, audiences with economic
and political power have dominated ‘‘intellectual and artistic life’’ as ‘‘exter-
nal sources of legitimacy.’’9 But over time, European artistic culture has un-
dergone a process of ‘‘autonomization,’’ which ‘‘began in quattrocento Flor-
ence, with the affirmation of a truly artistic legitimacy, i.e. the right of artists
to legislate within their own sphere—that of form and style—free from sub-
ordination to religious or political interests.’’10 In the wake of this autono-

Steinberg notes, ‘‘the social and political rarely enter into discussions of Dante and his con-
temporaries. Scholars typically speak of the intertextual and historiographical elements of
Dante’s work in stylistic or psychological terms. . . . In this view, Dante’s oedipal anxiety with
respect to rivals such as Guittone and even former friends such as Guido Cavalcanti lies behind
his very personal rewriting of the literary canon. . . . When the social field is left out of literary
criticism, we are left with accounts of competing egos and interpersonal rivalry. . . . In the end,
such intertextual analyses cannot bring usmuch closer to understanding Dante as a historically
specific reader and author interacting with a historically specific community of readers and
authors’’ (Accounting for Dante, 2–3). Steinberg specifically interprets ‘‘early Italian poetry in
light of the historicized readership encoded in the Memoriali bolognesi and in the Vatican
anthology’’ in a way that ‘‘makes visible elements of lyric culture that we, asmoderns, canno lon-
ger ‘see’’’ (6).

7. Barolini,Undivine Comedy, 16; Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 32.
8. Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 42.
9. Ibid., 112.

10. Ibid., 112–13.
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mization, the field of cultural production has largely become defined by
conflict between the old and the new sources of legitimacy—between exter-
nal economic or political sources of authority and autonomous artistic
ones. As a result, the antagonists in struggles over legitimacy in the field of
cultural production generally justify themselves by appealing either to ‘‘the
heteronomous principle’’ (which values economic and political success
and endorsement by external sources of legitimacy) or to ‘‘the autonomous
principle’’ (which shuns success in the larger economic and political arena
and seeks recognition solely from peers within the artistic realm).11 A writ-
er’s choice of audience—whether predominantly external or primarily
autonomous—reveals and defines that writer’s perceived standard of artis-
tic legitimacy, as well as his or her position in the literary field.12

Despite Bourdieu’s choice of quattrocento Florence as the critical water-
shed in the origins of autonomization, his description of the dynamics of
the literary field seem to apply very well to Dante’s trecento Italy. The liter-
ary field of Dante’s day is certainly defined by struggles over legitimacy
among the various producers and consumers of writing. Dante himself
characterizes it in just such terms: ‘‘ha tolto l’uno a l’altro Guido / la gloria
de la lingua; e forse è nato / chi l’uno e l’altro caccerà del nido’’ (the one
Guido has taken from the other the glory of our tongue; and perhaps the
one who will throw one and the other from the nest is [already] born) (Pur-
gatorio 11.97–99).13 Within these endless struggles over ‘‘la gloria de la lin-
gua,’’ a fourteenth-century Italian writer has many options in terms of
potential audiences and sources of validation, each guided by its own
principles of artistic legitimacy—some more autonomous (using predomi-
nantly aesthetic criteria) and othersmore heteronomous (seeking endorse-
ment from the many, the rich, or the powerful). As a trecento poet, Dante
could choose to please the ‘‘semi-literates or indocti,’’ including ‘‘the black-
smiths, millers, dryers, drapers, and innkeepers who sang and recited the

11. Ibid., 37–41. For this reason, Bourdieu refers to the field of cultural production as ‘‘the
economic world reversed’’ (ibid., 29). Writers who seek validation through the autonomous
principle of legitimacy do not attempt to make money through their art but rather to lose it,
gaining literary legitimacy through their economic failure.

12. In some respects, writers of trecento Italy chose their audiences much more directly
than writers of later generations. Trecento writers rarely had contact with booksellers or pub-
lishers but rather copied their own texts (or had them copied by a scribe) for dissemination,
usually by hand (though sometimes with a formal dedicatory presentation), to their preferred
patrons and readers. Those patrons and readers then might further copy and disseminate the
text among their friends and clients. For a useful synopsis of the publication process in late
medieval Italy, see Rhiannon Daniels, Boccaccio and the Book: Production and Reading in Italy,

1340–1520 (London: Legenda, 2009), 18–22.
13. Citations of the Italian text of theDivine Comedy are fromDante Alighieri, La divina com-

media, ed. C. H. Grandgent, rev. Charles S. Singleton (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1972).
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Comedy,’’ havingmemorized passages heard at public readings and through
oral transmission, or he could look for validation (and perhaps riches)
from the ‘‘vernacular literates,’’ including ‘‘merchants, bankers, and others
with primary schooling’’ but without ‘‘mastery of classical Latin . . . Dante
called them ‘volgari e non litterati.’’’14 More likely, Dante wished to appeal
to ‘‘the litterati, [who] had attended schools of grammar and logic and uni-
versities,’’ including ‘‘judges, notaries, canon and civil lawyers, administra-
tors, doctors, and teachers,’’ although ‘‘Dante claimed that this smaller
group’s narrowly utilitarian ideas about writing produced poor readers.’’15

Even among the ‘‘vernacular literates’’ and litterati, Dante might have
sought validation from a number of different potential audiences with very
different principles and agendas. He might, for example, have appealed to
local aristocrats and their partisans, such as the Jovial Friars, who opposed
the popolo government of Bologna, or hemight instead have sought the rec-
ognition of the republican mercantile elite of Florence, with their ‘‘strik-
inglymaterialistic perspective on society and history.’’16

In order to better situate Dante in this rich and complex literary field, I
will turn to a particular moment in Dante’s career, a moment that stands
out for the decisiveness and importance of the position that Dante takes. In
1319 or 1320, as the Paradiso was reaching completion, Giovanni del Virgilio
sent Dante a Latin epistle that pointedly questions Dante’s choice of audi-
ence—that is, interrogates and criticizes Dante’s position-taking in the liter-
ary field. In that epistle, Giovanni asks, ‘‘tanta quid heu semper iactabis serias
vulgo, / et nos pallentes nichil ex te vate legemus?’’ (why, oh why, will you
always toss so many earnest things to the crowd, and we who are pale [from
study] read nothing from you, poet?) (lines 6–7).17 Giovanni continues by
pointing out that none of the great poets of antiquity, praised by Dante in
the Commedia, ‘‘sermone forensi / descripsit’’ (wrote in the language of the
marketplace) (lines 18–19). Again and again, Giovanni advises, ‘‘Si te fama
iuvat, parvo te limite septum / non contentus eris, nec vulgo iudice tolli’’ (If
fame pleases you, do not content yourself to be hemmed in within a small
space nor elevate [yourself] in the vulgar judgment) (lines 33–34). Instead,
Giovanni urges Dante to seek validation from his fellow writers and intellec-
tuals in Bologna, incongruously using themetaphor of popular adulation:

En ego iam primus, si dignum duxeris esse,
clericus Aonidum, vocalis vernaMaronis,

14. John Ahern, ‘‘Singing the Book: Orality in the Reception of Dante’s Comedy,’’ in Dante:

Contemporary Perspectives, ed. Amilcare A. Iannucci (University of Toronto Press, 1997), 218.
15. Ibid., 218.
16. Steinberg,Accounting for Dante, 27–31, 147.
17. Citations of the Latin text of Giovanni del Virgilio’s epistle are from Dante Alighieri,

Opere minori, ed. DomenicoDeRobertis et al., 2 vols. (Milan: Ricciardi, 1979), 2:652–61.
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promere gimnasiis te delectabor, ovantum
inclita Peneis redolentem tempora sertis,
ut prevectus equo sibi plaudit preco sonorus
festa trophea ducis populo pretendere leto.

(Lines 35–40)

[Lo! I, cleric of the Boeotian goddesses, singing slave boy of Virgil, just as a
herald with booming voice, riding past, honors himself to put before the
happy people the celebratory trophies of their leader, will be delighted, if
you reckonme worthy, to bring you forth in the gymnasia, your bowed
head perfumed with the Peneian garland.]

In this way, Giovanni del Virgilio insistently calls on Dante to cease writing
in Italian and to joinGiovanni’s academic community in Bologna.

One might conclude from Giovanni’s epistle that Giovanni, a bit ahead
of Bourdieu’s time line, embraces Bourdieu’s autonomous principle of
literary legitimacy, pronouncing the respect and admiration of one’s literary
peers to be the definitive measure of artistic validation. After all, Giovanni
writes, ‘‘clerus vulgaria tempnit’’ (a clerk condemns vulgar things) (line 15).
But in fact, Giovanni’s admonishments are more closely related to Bour-
dieu’s ‘‘heteronomous principle’’ than to his autonomous one. Giovanni,
along with the students and writers in Bologna with whom he invites Dante
to associate, is closely allied with the school of Albertino Mussato, a Guelph
political leader and writer from Padua. Giovanni and Mussato are now gen-
erally numbered among themost important protohumanists, whose literary
production was intimately linked to the civic issues and concerns of the
dominant class in trecento Italy. Mussato’s claim to literary fame, for which
he was crowned poet laureate in Padua, was his Ecerinis, ‘‘a Latin tragedy in
imitation of Seneca, castigating Ezzelino da Romano,’’18 a literary text
‘‘designed as political propaganda.’’19 Giovanni del Virgilio’s epistle asks
Dante, likeMussato, not only to write in Latin for the educated elite but also
to write about recent political events—that is, to address the favorite topics
of the dominant class in the exclusive, elitist language of that class:

dic age quo petiit Iovis armiger astra volatu,
dic age quos flores, que lilia fregit arator,
dic Frigios damas laceratos dente molosso,
dic Ligurummontes et classes Parthenopeas.

(Lines 26–29)

18. Robert Hollander, Dante: A Life in Works (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001),
174.

19. RonaldG.Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients: The Origins of Humanism from Lovato to Bruni

(Leiden: Brill, 2000), 124.
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[Tell by which flight the armor bearer of Jove sought the stars [a reference
to the death of Henry VII], tell what flowers, what lilies, the ploughman
broke apart [a reference to Uguccione della Faggiuola and the battle of
Montecatini], tell of the Phrygians, like does, torn by theMolossian tooth
[a reference to the Paduans and Can Grande della Scala], tell of the
Ligurianmountains and the Neapolitan fleets [a reference to Genoa and
King Robert of Naples].]

Giovanni del Virgilio andMussato are therefore no ivory-tower artists creat-
ing ‘‘art for art’s sake’’ in accordance with Bourdieu’s autonomous princi-
ple of literary legitimacy; rather, they esteem and curry the favor of ‘‘the
dominant fractions of the dominant class,’’ following a standard of legiti-
macy more akin to Bourdieu’s ‘‘heteronomous principle.’’20 The purpose
of Giovanni del Virgilio’s epistle is not to invite Dante to retreat from the
larger political and economic arena in order to write solely for other writers
in relative seclusion and penniless autonomy but instead to submit himself
to the expectations and objectives of the dominant class, along with Mus-
sato and writers inMussato’smold.

Dante responds to Giovanni with a polite refusal in the form of a Latin
eclogue (ca. 1319–20). In that eclogue, Dante, taking on the persona of
Virgil’s pastoral character Tityrus, boldly asserts that only his Commedia will
allow him ‘‘devincire caput hedera lauroque’’ (to bind [my] head with ivy
and laurel) (Egloga 1.50),21 and Dante characterizes Giovanni del Virgilio,
under the guise of the pastoral character Mopsus, as one who disparages
his choice of a common audience and, relative to Mussato, a trivial, apoliti-
cal theme—what Giovanni himself characterized as ‘‘parvo te limite sep-
tum’’ (being hemmed in within a small space) (line 33). But interestingly
and somewhat unexpectedly, Dante uses gender to characterize the kind of
audience that Giovanni disparages: ‘‘Comica nonne vides ipsum reprehen-
dere verba, / tum quia femineo resonant ut trita labello’’ (Do you not see
that this one reproves [my] comic words, first because they echo back,
clichéd, on dainty feminine lips) (Egloga 1.52–53). Giovanni’s Latin epistle
never once refers to women, nor does it suggest that Dante’s Commedia is
unworthy because of its attractiveness to female readers, but Dante recasts
Giovanni’s objections to his vernacular poetic enterprise in terms, fun-
damentally, of gender. In this way, Dante effectively deflects Giovanni’s
accusation that Dante’s target audience is the vulgar crowd, contrasting
Giovanni’s ‘‘sermone forensi’’ (in the language of the marketplace) and
‘‘vulgo iudice’’ (in the vulgar judgment) with his own ‘‘femineo . . . labello’’
(on dainty feminine lips). At the same time, Dante parodies Giovanni’s pro-
tohumanist fastidiousness with respect to audience by countering Giovan-

20. Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 51.
21. Citations of the Latin text of Dante’s eclogue are fromAlighieri,Opere minori, 2:662–71.
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ni’s exaggeration of the vulgarity of the vulgar tongue (and of its audience)
with an exaggerated, tongue-in-cheek portrayal of Mopsus as hostile to—
and, perhaps, humorously threatened by—frail, little women.

In linking protohumanism’s literary exclusiveness to gender in this way,
Dante is hardly unique in history. As Susan Stanford Friedman observes,
‘‘Homer and Sappho stand at the symbolic fountainheads of epic and lyric
poetry as they have beendefined inwestern literary criticism. . . . Historically,
the epic has largely been the song of man’s heroic deeds by a male poet
whose literary act creates and reifies his history and culture. Faced with this
tradition, women poets have experienced not only ‘anxiety of authorship,’
but also anxiety of poetic genre.’’22 As part of this tradition, Dante’s con-
temporaries, whose Latin epics and tragedies focus exclusively on the public
deeds of (male) public figures, inextricably link serious poetry to homoso-
cial masculinity, to the dominant class, and to politics on a grand scale.
Exclusiveness in terms of subject matter, language, and gender becomes a
defining characteristic and legitimating principle of their writing. According
to Giovanni del Virgilio (at least as Dante portrays him), the field of cultural
production becomes a tightly closed sphere in which only men of the domi-
nant class have the ability and right to read and judge serious writing. Comic
words and dainty feminine lips, as Dante pointedly characterizes other
potential voices and genres, should not intrude or expect validation.

For Dante then, female readers here represent something that the pro-
tohumanists abhor or neglect, as well as something that Dante himself, by
contrast, embraces; they define Dante’s position in the literary field and his
opposition to the protohumanists. Precisely what those female readers rep-
resent, however, is less than clear, because for Dante, such readers appear
to be both real and imaginary. On the one hand, prominent literate women
were a reality in Dante’s era and legitimately a potential audience for ver-
nacular writing. Although literacy rates among women in trecento Italy are
impossible to estimate, many prominent women of the mercantile class are
known to have been able to read and even, sometimes, to write.23Through-
out Europe, as Alison Cornish points out, ‘‘women were often the pretexts,
if not the instigators, of translation [from Latin to the vernacular],’’ and
Susan Groag Bell argues ‘‘that book-owning women substantially influ-
enced the development of lay piety and vernacular literature in the later

22. Susan Stanford Friedman, ‘‘Gender and Genre Anxiety: Elizabeth Barrett Browning
andH.D. as Epic Poets,’’Tulsa Studies inWomen’s Literature 5 (1986): 203.

23. Judith Bryce has suggested that women’s literacy in quattrocento Florence is often
underestimated if one ‘‘paints perhaps too negative a picture,’’ although as Bryce notes, ‘‘a
quantitative or qualitative discrepancy between male and female competencies in this area . . .

is probably indisputable’’ (‘‘Les Livres des Florentines: Reconsidering Women’s Literacy in
Quattrocento Florence’’ in At the Margins: Minority Groups in Premodern Italy, ed. Stephen J. Mil-
ner [Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 2005], 133–34).
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Middle Ages.’’24 But, on the other hand, the market for books exclusively
for women was small and specialized indeed. Their lack of formal educa-
tion ‘‘marginalized them in terms of Latinate literature . . . [and] they were
less concerned with Latin traditions.’’25 Because of this lack of concern with
Latin traditions and lack of familiarity with other formal learning, Dante’s
classical references, cosmological speculations, and theological disquisi-
tions in theDivine Comedy would no doubt have been rather opaque tomost
femalemembers of his audience.

In addition, Dante’s references to women readers are rarely simple and
straightforward. In the Vita nuova (ca. 1292–93), for example, Dante quite
plausibly suggests that writing in the vernacular historically evolved out of a
desire to reach flesh-and-blood women readers: ‘‘lo primo che cominciò a
dire siccome poeta volgare, si mosse però che volle fare intendere le sue
parole a donna, alla quale era malagevole ad intendere i versi latini’’ (the
first who began to speak as a vernacular poet wasmoved to do so because he
wished to make his words understandable to a lady, to whom Latin verses
were difficult to understand). Yet a sentence later, Dante suggests that writ-
ing in the vernacular has less to do with audience or gender than with sub-
ject matter and genre: ‘‘cotal modo di parlare fosse dal principio trovato per
dire d’ Amore’’ (that way of talking was from the start found [advantageous]
for speaking of Love) (25.6).26 Dante portrays both gender and genre as
present and significant at the origin of vernacular writing—gender influenc-
ing ‘‘lo primo’’ to write in the vernacular, and genre being ‘‘dal principio’’
connected to it. Women readers, the vernacular, and love poetry are thus
inextricably linked in Dante’s thinking. As a result, Dante’s references to
women readers are almost inevitably an invocation of love poetry and the
vernacular—a trope denoting a particular literary and linguistic tradition as
much as (if not more than) a reference to actual females.27 Dante’s inser-

24. Alison Cornish, ‘‘A Lady Asks: The Gender of Vulgarization in Late Medieval Italy,’’
PMLA 115 (2000): 167; Susan Groag Bell, ‘‘Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay
Piety and Ambassadors of Culture,’’ Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 7 (1982): 743.
Similarly, JuneHall McCash has observed, ‘‘The patronage ofmedieval women is proving to be
farmore widespread than anyone could have expected a decade ago, and scholars are discover-
ing that female influence on the cultural developments of the Middle Ages was considerable’’
(‘‘The Cultural Patronage ofMedievalWomen: AnOverview,’’ inThe Cultural Patronage of Medi-

evalWomen, ed. JuneHall McCash [Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996], 1).
25. McCash, ‘‘Cultural Patronage ofMedievalWomen,’’ 25.
26. Alighieri, Opere minori, vol. 1, pt. 1, 3–247. See also Mark Balfour, ‘‘Francesca da Rimini

and Dante’s Women Readers,’’ inWomen, the Book and the Worldly: Selected Proceedings of the St. Hil-

da’s Conference, 1993, ed. Lesley Smith and Jane H. M. Taylor (Cambridge: Brewer, 1995), 79–
80.

27. Jeffrey T. Schnapp has also argued that Dante associates gender and genre, although
Schnapp does so in the context of sexual solecism, which, Schnapp argues, Dante uses as ‘‘a
strategy to articulate the intersection between the ‘feminine’ world of vernacular lyric and the
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tion of women readers into his response to Giovanni del Virgilio is therefore
primarily a symbolic gesture—a shorthand way of characterizing Dante’s
‘‘dire d’ Amore’’ in contrast toGiovanni’s protohumanist writing and focus.28

Even so, I do not wish to discount entirely the possibility that Dante’s ref-
erence to women readers in his response to Giovanni del Virgilio may
reflect a genuine desire on Dante’s part to be less exclusive than Giovanni
in terms of the gender of his audience. After all, ‘‘because they were less
concernedwith Latin traditions, womenwere at the forefront in supporting
the development of new vernacular genres’’ and gained ‘‘extraordinary
power in the shaping of the secular culture of the High and late Middle
Ages.’’29 A great innovator in the field of vernacular writing, Dante himself
writes about and addresses female readers surprisingly often. In justifying
the use of the vernacular in the Convivio (ca. 1304–7), ‘‘Dante is at pains to
stress the inclusion of women among . . . his intended audience,’’30 and in
characterizing the nobility of the vernacular inDe vulgari eloquentia 1.1.1 (ca.
1302–5), Dante stresses that women as well as men comprehend it, both
genders having learned it from their (female) nurses.31Dante’s late vernac-
ular lyric poem ‘‘Doglia mi reca’’ (ca. 1302–8) intimates ‘‘Dante’s genuine
concern that the women to whom he writes understand him, and that they
be authentic comprehenders and recipients of his message—maybe even
authentic interlocutors, given that this poem’s congedo explicitly sends it to
a woman.’’32 Finally, if authentic, the letter to Can Grande (ca. 1314–20)
states plainly that Dante ‘‘chose to write the Comedy in the ‘locutio vulgaris
in qua et mulierculae communicant’ [in the common language in which
even little women communicate]’’ (10.225).33 As Mark Balfour has argued,

‘masculine’ world of Latin epic’’ in order to ‘‘come to grips with the Commedia’s status as an
impure linguistic artifact and generic hybrid’’ (‘‘Dante’s Sexual Solecisms: Gender and Genre
in the Commedia,’’ in The New Medievalism, ed. Marina S. Brownlee, Kevin Brownlee, and Ste-
phenG. Nichols [Baltimore: JohnsHopkinsUniversity Press, 1991], 207).

28. Andrew Laird also sees Dante’s eclogue as a generic manifesto of sorts but interprets
that manifesto in terms of classical rather than trecento genres: ‘‘[Dante] pledged to send
[Giovanni] ten vessels of milk fromhis favourite ewe. This is widely agreed to stand for ten can-
tos of the recently finished Paradiso but in such a pastoral context the ten Eclogues are doubtless
in play as well. A likely implication is that the vernacular Commedia represented a bold fusion of
Virgil’s bucolic and heroicmodes’’ (‘‘Re-inventing Virgil’sWheel: The Poet andHisWork from
Dante to Petrarch,’’ in Classical Literary Careers and Their Reception, ed. Philip Hardie and Helen
Moore [CambridgeUniversity Press, 2010], 142).

29.McCash, ‘‘Cultural Patronage ofMedievalWomen,’’ 25.
30. Balfour, ‘‘Francesca da Rimini andDante’sWomenReaders,’’ 80.
31. Citations to theDe vulgari eloquentia are fromDante Alighieri,Opere minori, 2:3–237.
32. Teodolinda Barolini, ‘‘‘Sotto benda’: The Women of Dante’s Canzone ‘Doglia mi reca’

in Light of Cecco d’Ascoli,’’Dante Studies 123 (2005): 87.
33. Ahern, ‘‘Singing theBook,’’ 230n; cf. Balfour, ‘‘Francesca daRimini andDante’sWomen

Readers,’’ 81. Citations from the letter to Can Grande are from Dante Alighieri, Opere minori,
2:598–643.
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‘‘for Dante, the reception of his vernacular works, and principally the Com-
media, always included the possibility of women readers.’’34

The Divine Comedy itself foregrounds women readers at two important
moments: Francesca da Rimini in Inferno 5 andCunizza da Romano in Para-
diso 9. Francesca’s relation to reading has, of course, been explored exten-
sively.35 As the first female figure—as well as the first major sinner—to
appear in the Inferno, Francesca underscores female readership as a con-
cern of Dante’s poem. In the Paradiso, Cunizza, another infamous adulter-
ess ‘‘che la cronaca ci dice essere state dissoluta’’ (whom the common
report tells us to have been dissolute), recalls Francesca to mind.36 While
the Francesca episode might lead us to think that Dante’s view of women
readers is primarily negative,37 Cunizza, who had an affair with the trouba-
dour poet Sordello da Goito (portrayed in Purgatorio 6–8) and who in Para-
diso 9 introduces and praises another troubadour poet (Folquet de Mar-
selha), is, in contrast to Francesca, the figure of a good female reader—a
woman who has come, in Paradise, to appreciate poets (in this case, Fol-
quet) for reasons other than the carnal ones that ruled her formuch of her
life (as they rule Francesca even in hell). Unlike Francesca, who, following
her reading material, fictionalizes and romanticizes fleshly lusts in courtly
narrative, Cunizza and Folquet understand the proper place of poetry and
its fame in the grand scheme of eternity: ‘‘vedi se far si dee l’omo eccel-
lente, / sı̀ ch’altra vita la prima relinqua’’ (see if the excellent man ought
to make himself, such that the first life leaves behind another) (Paradiso
9.39, 9.41–42).38

At the same time, however, we should not take Dante’s claims to include
and value female readers completely at face value. Many of Boccaccio’s
works are ostensibly written for or addressed to women, including the Filos-
trato (ca. 1335–40), the Teseida (ca. 1340), and De mulieribus (1362). In the

34. Balfour, ‘‘Francesca da Rimini andDante’sWomenReaders,’’ 83.
35. See, inter alia, Anna Hatcher and Mark Musa, ‘‘The Kiss: Inferno V and the Old French

Prose Lancelot,’’ Comparative Literature 20 (1968): 97–109; SusanNoakes, ‘‘TheDoubleMisread-
ing of Paolo and Francesca,’’ Philological Quarterly 62 (1983): 221–39;Mary Carruthers,The Book
of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge University Press, 1992), 185–88;
Balfour, ‘‘Francesca da Rimini and Dante’s Women Readers,’’ 74–77; Christoph Irmscher,
‘‘Reading forOur Delight,’’Dante Studies 128 (2010): 49–50, 60–62.

36. Franco Masciandaro, ‘‘L’‘amor torto’ di Francesca e il ‘diritto amore’ di Cunizza,’’ Pro-
ceedings of the Pacific Northwest Conference on Foreign Languages 29 (1978): 91–92. Cesare Segre has
drawn attention to Cunizza’s promiscuity and literary pursuits, as well as her relation to Fran-
cesca, inDieci prove di fantasia (Turin: Einaudi, 2010), 29–34.

37. See, e.g., Balfour, ‘‘Francesca da Rimini andDante’sWomenReaders,’’ 78.
38. Lino Pertile has even suggested that the reformed Cunizza’s apparent lack of enthusi-

asm for love andpoetry implies an implicit condemnation of the dolce stil novo. See Lino Pertile,
‘‘Does the Stilnovo Go to Heaven?,’’ in Dante for the New Millennium, ed. Teodolinda Barolini
andH.Wayne Storey (New York: FordhamUniversity Press, 2003), 104–6.
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Decameron (ca. 1351–53), Boccaccio also claims to be writing for women
readers and repeatedly defends his professed decision to do so:

Sono adunque, discrete donne, stati alcuni che, queste
novellette leggendo, hanno detto che voi mi piacete troppo
e che onesta cosa non è che io tanto diletto prenda di
piacervi e di consolarvi, ed alcuni han detto peggio, di
commendarvi, come io fo . . . e quatunque a voi in ciò tutta
appartenga la mia difesa, nondimeno io non intendo di
risparmiar le mie forze; anzi, senza rispondere quanto si
converrebbe, con alcuna leggera risposta tôrmegli dagli
orecchi.

[There have been some, fair ladies, who, having read these stories, have
said that you pleaseme toomuch and that it is not proper that I take so
much delight in pleasing and consoling you and, some have said worse, in
commending you, as I have . . . and however much all my defense in this
may belong to you, nevertheless I do not intend to sparemy efforts; rather,
without responding as much asmay be fitting, I will ban them frommy ears
with some light answer.]39

But Boccaccio also writes to Mainardo dei Cavalcanti in 1373 that ‘‘quod
inclitas mulieres tuas domesticas nugas meas legere permiseris non laudo,
quin imo queso per fidem tuam ne feceris. Nosti quot ibi sint minus decen-
tia et adversantia honestati’’ (I do not praise that you have permitted your
household’s celebrated women to read my trifles, which on the contrary
I ask you on your faith not to do. You know how many things there are
there less than fitting and contrary to virtue) (Epistola 22.19–20).40 In fact,
although ‘‘the Decameron was known to Italian women from various social
strata,’’41 female readers seem to have played little role in the reception of
Boccaccio’s nugae, and ‘‘the Decameron’s most avid early readers belonged
to the very group whom [Boccaccio] is [ostensibly] least concerned about

39. Giovanni Boccaccio, Decameron, ed. Mario Marti and Elena Ceva Valla, 5th ed., 2 vols.
(Milan: Rizzoli, 1984), 1:268.

40. Citations from and references to the Latin of Boccaccio’s Epistola 22 are taken fromGio-
vanni Boccaccio, Epistole e lettere, ed. G. Auzzas and A. Campana, vol. 5, pt. 1, of Tutte le opere, ed.
V. Branca (Milan: Mondadori, 1992), 700–11. As RhiannonDaniels points out, the relative sin-
cerity/irony of Boccaccio’s disclaimer in the epistle to Mainardo dei Cavalcanti is difficult to
gauge (Boccaccio and the Book, 12). But regardless of its sincerity/irony, the disclaimer casts
doubt on the straightforwardness of Boccaccio’s claims to write for women in his nugae them-
selves. If Boccaccio uses audience symbolically in his epistle toMainardo dei Cavalcanti in a ges-
ture of conventional humility, his use of audience in the Decameron and his other works might
also be symbolic rather than literal.

41. Lisa Perfetti,Women and Laughter in Medieval Comic Literature (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2003), 65.
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reaching: powerful men of business.’’42 As Millicent Marcus observes, Boc-
caccio’s claim to write for the fair ladies ‘‘serves as a modest decoy for the
ideal public which Boccaccio seeks to create through his narration,’’ and
Lisa Perfetti notes that ‘‘Boccaccio’s claimof wanting to cure lovesick women
[through his book] is also intricately woven into his own pose as victim of
love.’’43 In the end, ‘‘despite this dedication to female readers, and despite
the fact that seven of his ten storytellers are women, his tales—even those
told by women—most often take the point of view of themale protagonists,
andmany of the stories victimize female characters in the process.’’44

Not unlike Boccaccio, who invokes female readers even as he sometimes
victimizes his female characters, Dante uses diminutive forms (e.g., ‘‘mulier-
culae’’ in the letter to Can Grande or ‘‘femineo . . . labello’’ in the response
to Giovanni del Virgilio) in virtually every positive reference that he makes
to women readers. These diminutives, frankly, suggest a condescending
attitude toward women on Dante’s part, an attitude that is certainly evident
elsewhere inDante’s writing. In ‘‘Dogliami reca,’’ for example, ‘‘the patron-
izing tone . . . is annoying.’’45 In contrast to this condescension toward
women, Dante actively sought out and humbly curried the favor of powerful
male readers to be patrons of his poem, as the Letter to Can Grande and
Boccaccio’s testimony indicate.46 For Dante, then, women readers, while

42. Victoria Kirkham, The Sign of Reason in Boccaccio’s Fiction (Florence: Olschki, 1993), 118.
The presumed mercantile nature of the Decameron’s audience, as reconstructed by Vittore
Branca in Tradizione delle opera di Giovanni Boccaccio, II: Un secondo elenco di manoscritti e studi sul

testo del ‘‘Decameron’’ con due appendici (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1991), has re-
cently come under review and criticism. Marco Cursi concludes that the manuscript traditions
of the text of the Decameron in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries suggest a circulation ‘‘in
ambienti decisamente più eterogenei di quanto ritenuto finora’’ (in environments decidedly
more heterogeneous than held heretofore). SeeMarco Cursi, Il decameron: Scritture, scriventi, let-
tori (Storia di un testo) (Rome: Viella, 2007), 136, as well as Daniels, Boccaccio and the Book, 174.
Cursi’s manuscript evidence does not, however, significantly change the gender of Boccaccio’s
readers, and even suggests that, during his lifetime, Boccaccio sought to limit the dissemina-
tion of the Decameron to a small number of his important (male) friends and acquaintances
(Cursi,Decameron, 43–44).

43. Millicent J. Marcus, ‘‘Faith’s Fiction: A Gloss on the Tale of Melchisedech (Decameron 1,
3),’’ Canadian Journal of Italian Studies 2 (1978–1979): 49; Perfetti,Women and Laughter in Medie-

val Comic Literature, 66.
44. Mihoko Suzuki, ‘‘Gender, Power, and the Female Reader: Boccaccio’s Decameron and

Marguerite de Navarre’sHeptameron,’’ Comparative Literature Studies 30 (1993): 231; cf. Barolini,
Dante and the Origins of Italian Literary Culture, 302–3; Perfetti, Women and Laughter in Medieval

Comic Literature, 63–64, 97–98.
45. Barolini, ‘‘‘Sotto benda,’’’ 87.
46. John Ahern, ‘‘What Did the First Copies of the Comedy Look Like?,’’ in Dante for the New

Millenium, ed. TeodolindaBarolini andH.Wayne Storey (New York: FordhamUniversity Press,
2003), 3–4.
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perhaps genuinely desirable, are also largely symbolic. Indeed, I would sug-
gest that the seeming prominence of women readers in Dante’s thinking is
probably less a sign of protofeminism on Dante’s part than of the conven-
tional significance of women in the poetry of Dante’s day. According to
Janet Levarie Smarr, ‘‘the notion of ‘donne’ may be understood not literally
but as meaning a popular audience in general. . . . The female lovers to
whom the Decameron is addressed are, in this light, analogous to those Flor-
entines who follow their appetites blindly.’’47AsVictoria Kirkhamconcludes,
‘‘Courtly and stilnovistic conventions, which make it de rigueur to privilege
women, easily account for the sex of Boccaccio’s [professed] readers.’’48 A
generation earlier, the same is probably true for Dante.

Dante’s relationship to the stilnovistic tradition is, however, complex. As
Lino Pertile has argued, ‘‘the conception of love that characterized the stil-
novo and determined the writing of Inferno 2 does not survive beyond Pur-
gatory.’’49 Because the dolce stil novo fails to appear ‘‘rewarded, blessed, [or]
sanctified’’ in heaven, Pertile concludes that ‘‘Dante set off perhaps with
the idea of consecrating the stilnovo at the end of his journey. In the event,
he changed his mind.’’50 But even in the face of this apparent change of
heart, elements of the stilnovistic tradition remain central to Dante’s think-
ing as a poet in the Commedia, most especially the movement’s social theo-
ries and emphasis on interiority. Created by a school of poets with a social
as well as an aesthetic agenda, the dolce stil novo features ‘‘the identification
of gentility not with wealth and feudal right but with a refined capacity for
love.’’51 As William Anderson notes, ‘‘The social ideals of this school were
given their fullest expression by Dante in the fourth book of his Convi-
vio. . . . There, at great length, he expounds the idea that nobility is amatter
of individual attainment, not of heredity. The virtuous man ennobles his
family: the family does not ennoble one of its evil members. Underlying
these social and political attitudes was the great theme of the school: the
man who possesses a gentle heart is trained bymeans of Love’s instructions
to understand the nature of his lady and to surrender all his psychology to
the effects of her greeting.’’52 In stilnovistic thinking, social and personal
worth is a product of the individual’s interior life and his subjection to the
feminine—whether to an actual, earthly woman or to his own emotional
‘‘feminine side.’’

47. Janet Levarie Smarr, Boccaccio and Fiammetta: The Narrator as Lover (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1986), 170, 172.

48. Kirkham, Sign of Reason in Boccaccio’s Fiction, 121.
49. Pertile, ‘‘Does the Stilnovo Go toHeaven?,’’ 113.
50. Ibid., 104, 114.
51. Cornish, ‘‘A Lady Asks,’’ 173.
52.WilliamAnderson,Dante theMaker (London: Routledge&Kegan Paul, 1980), 82.
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The contrast here with protohumanist values is noteworthy. Where the
protohumanists privilege themasculine, Dante and the stilnovistic tradition
approve the feminine (the ‘‘femineo . . . labello’’), whether real or imag-
ined. Where the protohumanists emphasize public, political topics as the
most suitable subject matter for poetry, Dante and the stilnovistic tradition
prefer personal, emotional, and spiritual themes (the ‘‘parvo . . . limite’’ of
Giovanni del Virgilio). The protohumanists emphasize success in the realm
of economic and political power, but Dante and the stilnovistic tradition
regard interior character as the measure of human value. The protohu-
manists appeal to an exclusive, socially elite audience by writing in Latin,
but Dante and the stilnovistic tradition—because one never knows where
onemight find a gentle, gracious heart—address a wide, unprejudged audi-
ence in Italian. Where the protohumanists value civic virtue and partisan
loyalty, Dante and the stilnovistic tradition laud refinement, subtlety, and
depth of feeling—whether in terms of earthly or spiritual love. In all these
respects, the Dante of the Divine Comedy continues and advances the values
of the stilnovistic tradition in opposition to protohumanist principles. De-
spite moving beyond his stilnovistic peers in the Commedia, Dante remains a
product and extension of that school of poetry.53

Significantly, the thinking and practice of the stilnovistic poets might be
seen as the fourteenth-century equivalent of Bourdieu’s ‘‘autonomous prin-
ciple’’ of literary legitimacy. The stilnovistic poets tie gentility and, by exten-
sion, the assessment of a poet’s literary value to the tastes and judgments of
those who have ‘‘a refined capacity for love’’ (that is, other love poets)
rather than to the verdicts of the wealthy and powerful in the economic or
political realm. In terms of audience, ‘‘the young Dante and the poets of
the Dolce Stil Novo, who expounded their ‘cor gentil’ by the way they lived,
and the way in which they lyrically described love . . . addressed a small,
handpicked circle of ‘fedeli d’Amore.’’’54 In effect, they sought legitimation
in ‘‘the autonomous self-sufficient world of ‘art for art’s sake,’ meaning art
for artists,’’ rather than in the broader economic and political arena.55

When writing love lyrics in the stilnovistic tradition, Dante makes other

53. Justin Steinberg notes, ‘‘throughout the Vita Nuova, Dante frames his dialogues with
female readers and interlocutors as private speech acts. In doing so, he underlines the authen-
ticity and interiority of his vernacular poetry, contextualized within a private feminine commu-
nity and located indoors, in private rooms, as opposed to themasculine public’’ (Accounting for
Dante, 13–14). That same focus on the private, the feminine, and the interior characterizes the
Divine Comedy as well.

54. Franziska F. Meier, ‘‘The Novellino or ‘How to Do Things with Words’: An Early Italian
Reflection on a Specific Western Way of Using Language,’’Modern Language Notes 125 (2010):
13.

55. Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 50–51.
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(male) poets who write in that tradition the final arbiters of his poems’
value. In other words, though ostensibly writing for a large, inclusive audi-
ence in terms of gender and class, Dante invites a small, exclusive audience,
made up of refined male ‘‘fedeli d’Amore,’’ to pronounce authoritatively
on the worth of his poems. In essence, Dante welcomes a wide popular
audience of both men and women to read his work but relies on a small
select group of refined readers, gleaned from that wider audience, for his
validation as an author.

But just as, according to Pertile, Dante’s conception of love changes in
the Commedia, the treatment of the ‘‘fedeli d’Amore’’ also seems to change.
In his lyrics, Dante’s chosen audience seems to be primarily Guido Caval-
canti, Lapo Gianni, Cino da Pistoia, and other stilnovistic writers, but in the
Commedia, his ideal audience seems to shift. Robert Hollander argues, for
example, ‘‘that Cino [da Pistoia] was to have had a highly significant role in
the Paradiso, but was finally not included because of a falling out between
the two poets.’’56 Regardless of whether or not such a falling out actually
occurred, Dante no longer submits the Divine Comedy to the judgment of
the stilnovistic poets but rather to ‘‘Voi altri pochi che drizzaste il collo /
per tempo al pan de li angeli’’ (You other few who direct your throat early
to the bread of angels) (Paradiso 2.10–11). This shift in audience, however,
does not constitute a repudiation of stilnovistic thinking on artistic auton-
omy. The audience to whom Dante now writes for validation—the audi-
ence that he finally chooses from among all the options available to him in
the literary field of his day—is still defined by its interior character rather
than by its external power or wealth. If anything, the audience from whom
he now seeks validation—the fedeli d’Amore de li angeli—is even more selec-
tive, self-regulating, and removed from elite political and economic power
than his stilnovistic friends. As a result, much of the introspective indepen-
dence of the stilnovistic tradition persists in the Divine Comedy. Indeed, few
manifestoes of literary autonomy can rival Dante’s claim that, ‘‘quando /
Amor mi spira, noto, e a quel modo / ch’e’ ditta dentro vo significando’’
(when Love inspires me, I note it, and in that manner that he dictates
within I go about conveying themeaning) (Purgatorio 24.52–54).57

56. RobertHollander, ‘‘Dante andCino da Pistoia,’’Dante Studies 110 (1992): 201.
57. The work of Justin Steinberg supports this reconstruction of Dante’s ideal audience in

his lyrics (and beyond). Steinberg’s work suggests that Dante’s ideal audience was autono-
mous, because ‘‘Dante’s founding of a new poetics of authenticity and interiority . . . [as well
as] this turning inward in the Vita Nuova—toward inspiration, private experience, and even
physical interiors—represents a model of lyric poetry at odds with its public function in con-
temporary Florentine society . . . members of the mercantile ruling oligarchy in this period
preferred the highly conventional, often ostentatiously fictional poetic exchanges popularized
by Guittone and his followers, which might have been useful in ritually maintaining social
cohesion (at least among male political elites), but which bore within them the specter of
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In the Commedia, Dante emphasizes his choice to continue to write
within a stilnovistic tradition, broadly defined, through his portrayal of his
final farewell to Virgil in Purgatorio 30. Dante there literally casts aside Virgil
(the model and personification of classical epic, so admired by Giovanni
del Virgilio that Giovanni took Virgil’s name as his personal epithet) in
favor of Beatrice (Dante’s stilnovistic ladylove in the Vita nuova). In order to
lay claim to some of the prestige of epic poetry and sacred scripture, Dante
associates his stilnovistic Beatrice with two Latin quotations, both originally
written of heroicmale figures: ‘‘Benedictus qui venis!’’ (Blessed [are] you who
come) (Purgatorio 30.19) and ‘‘Manibus, oh, date lilia plenis!’’ (Oh, give lilies
with full hands) (Purgatorio 30.21). The first is based on the description of
Christ’s triumphal entry into Jerusalem: ‘‘Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord’’ (Matthew 21:9b; cf. Mark 11:9b);58 the second is from
the last words of Anchises to Aeneas during Aeneas’s underworld vision of
the future glory of Rome in Aeneid 6.883 (29–19 BCE).59 But lest we con-
clude that these epic and sacred words in Latin are meant to drown out the
less grand music of Dante’s dolce Italian entirely, the last words of Dante’s
character to his mentor Virgil are a direct quotation of Dido from the
Aeneid, translated into Italian: ‘‘conosco i segni de l’antica fiamma’’ (I know
the signs of the old flame; cf. ‘‘adgnosco veteris vestigia flammae’’ of Aeneid
4.23) (Purgatorio 30.48). Rather than quoting Aeneas, the icon ofmasculine
duty and epic deeds, Dante quotes a female figure identified with personal
feelings. Dido, as a tragic female character of passionate, unrequited love, is
an icon for all ‘‘fedeli d’Amore’’—that is, for all those whose claim to ‘‘gen-
tility’’ arises not from heroic masculine destiny, action, or birth but from
their ‘‘refined capacity for love,’’60 even if that love has now, for Dante,
shifted from the earthly to the spiritual. While Dido is certainly a flawed
icon for spiritual love’s faithful—see the identifying icon ‘‘de la schiera ov’

fraud’’ (Accounting for Dante, 65).WhileDante appears to have thought of his writing in relation
to the aesthetically autonomous ‘‘material resources and reading practices that characterized
High Scholasticism and university culture,’’ Dante’s poetry appears in fact to have appealed to,
among others, the notaries of the popolo in Bologna rather than to ‘‘scholastic book culture’’ or
to the ‘‘magnates’’ of Bologna, ‘‘the merchant elites’’ of Florence, or ‘‘the Jovial Friars, a politi-
cally strong coterie of local aristocrats that directly opposed the social gains made by the
notaries and the popolo’’ (Accounting for Dante, 9, 146–47, 5). In the case of the notaries of the
popolo, perhaps Dante reached the very audience that he sought—individuals of refined pri-
vate sensibilities rather than socially and politically entrenched elites, enamored of heterono-
mous art.

58. Citations from the Bible are from the Douay-Rheims-Challoner Bible (1899; repr.,
Rockford, IL: TAN, 1971).

59. Citations from and references to the Latin of the Aeneid are taken from Virgil, ed. and
trans. H. R. Fairclough, 2 vols., rev. ed., Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge. MA: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1986).

60. Cornish, ‘‘A Lady Asks,’’ 173.
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è Dido’’ (of the flock where Dido is) in the Inferno (5.85)—she nevertheless
represents, in contrast to Aeneas, the choice of love over themasculine clas-
sical (and protohumanist) ‘‘values of labor, vigilantia, and virtus.’’61

Since Dante distanced himself from the literary values of the protohu-
manists Giovanni del Virgilio and AlbertinoMussato in 1319–20, we should
hardly be surprised that he earlier distanced himself from Brunetto Latini
in similar terms (that is, in terms of gender and sexuality).62 Dante places

61. JohnWatkins, The Specter of Dido: Spenser and Virgilian Epic (NewHaven, CT: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 1995), 25. Peter Hawkins also sees Dante’s allusion to Dido in Purgatorio 30 in terms
of Dante’s rejection of Virgilian epic/tragedy: ‘‘In every case, therefore, Dante gives us a revi-
sion of the Virgilian script that transforms tragedy into romance’’ (‘‘Dido, Beatrice, and the
Signs of Ancient Love,’’ in The Poetry of Allusion: Virgil and Ovid in Dante’s Commedia, ed. Rachel
Jacoff and Jeffrey T. Schnapp [Stanford University Press, 1991], 122). Tristan Kay observes of
the ‘‘middle years of [Dante’s] poetic career’’ that ‘‘To love is to act as a Dido: to be possessed,
consumed, dominated. To act (or write) responsibly is, by contrast, to resist love. . . . This dual-
ism is recanted, however, in the Commedia, where the figure of Beatrice is resurrected (and, in
fact, more strongly eroticized) and the spheres of love and ethics are newly conflated. . . . Even
if Dido is directly cited only once [in Inferno 5], the affective, ‘Didonian’ sphereof the love lyric,
suppressed in the Convivio, is in the Commedia every bit as present as is themoral philosophy of
‘Le dolci rime’’’ (Tristan Kay, ‘‘Dido, Aeneas, and the Evolution of Dante’s Poetics,’’Dante Stud-
ies 129 [2011]: 150–51). David Scott Wilson-Okamura concludes, ‘‘The rehabilitation of love
in the figure of Beatrice, and with it the rehabilitation of the ‘new style’ of Dante’s old love
poetry, is by now a commonplace of literary criticism’’ (‘‘Lavinia and Beatrice: The SecondHalf
of the Aeneid in the Middle Ages,’’ Dante Studies 119 [2001]: 116). Interestingly, given our dis-
cussion of gender andDante’s characterization of his readership, JohnLaskin notes ‘‘themuch
commented upon duality of gender’’ in Purgatorio 30, focusing particularly on the characteriza-
tions of Virgil (as amother figure in Purgatorio 30.44) andBeatrice (as ‘‘Benedictus’’ in Purgatorio

30. 19). See John Laskin, ‘‘The Entrance of Beatrice in Dante’s Purgatorio: Revelation, Duality
and Identity,’’ Carte Italiane 14 (1994): 121–22. Carolynn Lund-Mead has commented on simi-
lar gender inversion in the Francesca episode, concluding that ‘‘Dante’s gender inversion in
Inferno 5 indicates that as a pilgrim he is not following in the footsteps of Virgil’s Aeneas’’
(‘‘Dido Alighieri: Gender Inversion in the Francesca Episode,’’ in Dante and the Unorthodox: The

Aesthetics of Transgression, ed. James Miller [Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2005],
141).

62. The extent to which (homo)sexuality was connected to identity in the Middle Ages is a
controversial topic that, for the most part, I hope to avoid here, especially since I will be argu-
ing that Brunetto Latini’s sodomy in the Commedia is an imaginary construct on Dante’s part
(used to characterize Brunetto’s poetry rather than his sexuality or his identity). Nevertheless,
the work of many recent scholars has enriched our understanding of how homosexuality may
have been perceived in Dante’s day. Mark D. Jordan and William E. Burgwinkle, for example,
have observed that, from the eleventh century, the newly coined concept of sodomy repre-
sented ‘‘a discursive innovation which allowed for new ways of organizing and conceptualizing
behavior and individuals within groups.’’ See William E. Burgwinkle, Sodomy, Masculinity, and

Law in Medieval Literature: France and England, 1050–1230 (Cambridge University Press, 2004),
4; Mark D. Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology (University of Chicago Press,
1997), 29. More specifically, Michael Rocke has examined the records of the Office of the
Night and compiled extensive information about homosexual practice in premodern Florence
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Brunetto Latini among the sodomites in the Inferno, despite the fact that
Latini’s alleged sodomy is unattested by any independent source.63As Rich-
ard Kay has mordantly observed, ‘‘It is now seven hundred years since Bru-
netto Latini died, and we are still wondering why Dante thought he should
be in hell.’’64 But perhaps Dante did not really think that Latini should be
in hell at all. Dante’s characterization of Brunetto in the Inferno may have
less to do with Dante’s judgment on Brunetto’s immortal soul than with
Dante’s judgment of Brunetto’s literary choices. Just as Dante characterizes
the protohumanism of Giovanni del Virgilio and Albertino Mussato as fas-
tidiously disavowing women readers (and, therefore, stilnovistic artistic
autonomy), his placement of Brunetto Latini among the sodomites in hell
may function to suggest that Brunetto’s writing overprivileges and panders
to the literary values of the dominant gender and class of late thirteenth-
century Florence.65 In Dante’s language of literary gender, Latini, no less
thanGiovanni andMussato, writes formen andmen only.

Brunetto’s purported sodomy has become a source of great controversy
among Dante scholars. Although André Pézard, Peter Armour, Richard
Kay, Gregory Stone, and others attempt to erase Brunetto’s sodomy from
the poem,66 I do not dispute that Dante’s Brunetto is portrayed as a sodom-
ite, especially given his ogling of the Pilgrim and his coquettish histri-
onics,67 the imagery of ‘‘self-sterilizing sand,’’ and the evocation of ‘‘Games
and nudity.’’68 Indeed, ‘‘the poetic logic of the Inferno bestows upon all the
sinners in cantos 15–16 eternal identities as sodomites as it imposes eternal
identities upon all its sinners.’’69 In addition, it seems to be a fact that ‘‘for

in Forbidden Friendships: Homosexuality andMale Culture in Renaissance Florence (OxfordUniversity
Press, 1996).

63. Peter Armour, ‘‘Brunetto, the Stoic Pessimist,’’Dante Studies 112 (1994): 2–5.
64. Richard Kay, ‘‘The Sin(s) of Brunetto Latini,’’Dante Studies 112 (1994): 19.
65. See Justin Steinberg’s discussion ofMonte Andrea in Dante’s Inferno for supporting evi-

dence of Dante’s disaffection with the Florentine mercantile elite (Accounting for Dante, 145–
69).

66. André Pézard, Dante sous la pluie de feu (Paris: Vrin, 1950); Armour, ‘‘Brunetto, the Stoic
Pessimist,’’ 1–18; Kay, ‘‘Sin(s) of Brunetto Latini,’’ 19–31; Gregory B. Stone, ‘‘Sodomy, Diver-
sity, Cosmopolitanism: Dante and the Limits of the Polis,’’ Dante Studies 123 (2005): 89–132; cf.
Michael Camille, ‘‘The Pose of the Queer: Dante’s Gaze, Brunetto Latini’s Body,’’ in Queering

the Middle Ages, ed. Glenn Burger and Steven F. Kruger (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2001), 60–64; Leonard Barkan,Transuming Passion: Ganymede and the Erotics of Humanism

(Stanford University Press, 1991), 53–56; John E. Boswell, ‘‘Dante and the Sodomites,’’ Dante
Studies 112 (1994): 65–69.

67. JohnHarris, ‘‘ThreeDanteNotes,’’Lectura Dantis 2 (1988): 73–78.
68. Joseph Pequigney, ‘‘Sodomy in Dante’s Inferno and Purgatorio,’’ Representations 36

(1991): 26–28.
69. Gary P. Cestaro, ‘‘QueeringNature, QueeringGender: Dante and Sodomy,’’ inDante for

the NewMillenium, 94.
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contemporary andRenaissance readers of theCommedia, sodomymeant sex-
ual relations among men.’’70 What I question is whether Brunetto’s por-
trayal necessarily implies Dante’s personal knowledge—and public expo-
sure—of actual, real-life sodomy on Latini’s part. Since no one else but
Dante seems to have been aware of Brunetto’s alleged sin of sodomy (and
even Dante seems surprised at it in Inferno 15.30), I doubt that he would
have felt the need ‘‘to distance himself from his master’s sodomitical de-
sires,’’71 especially given that to do so would entail outing an admired men-
tor who had successfully concealed his sexual behavior from the rest of the
world (if that behavior in fact existed).

Thomas Nevin, Elio Costa, Lillian Bisson, and others argue that Dante is
using sodomy as a symbol to condemn Latini’s political, intellectual, lin-
guistic, or theological failings.72 But I question whether Brunetto had such
failings. As Charles Davis has noted, ‘‘the documents containing evidence
of [Brunetto’s] political activity indicate that he possessed considerable
influence . . . characterized by clemency, cunning, and the prejudices of
oligarchic republicanism.’’73 Julia Bolton Holloway observes that ‘‘the doz-
ens of speeches Brunetto Latini made [in the last seven years of his ca-
reer] . . . generally caused nearly unanimous votes in favor of what he coun-
seled, the archival documents speaking of Brunetto Latini as a wiseman.’’74

Giovanni Villani’s Nuova Cronica (1300–48) observed in Dante’s own day
that Brunetto ‘‘fu gran filosafo, e . . . fue cominciatore e maestro in digros-
sare i Fiorentini, e farli scorti in bene parlare, e in sapere guidare e reggere
la nostra repubblica secondo la Politica’’ (was a great philosopher, and . . .

was initiator and master in refining the Florentines, and [in] making them
courteous in speaking well, and in knowing how to guide and rule our
republic according to Politics).75 Indeed, Elio Costa notes, ‘‘Latini’s over-

70. Steven Stowell, ‘‘Visualizing the Sodomites in Dante’s Commedia,’’ Dante Studies 126
(2008): 145.

71. BruceW.Holsinger, ‘‘Sodomy and Resurrection: TheHomoerotic Subject of theDivine
Comedy,’’ in Premodern Sexualities, ed. Louise Fradenburg and Carla Freccero (New York: Rout-
ledge, 1996), 248.

72. Thomas Nevin, ‘‘Ser Brunetto’s Immortality: Inferno XV,’’ Dante Studies 96 (1978): 21–
37; Elio Costa, ‘‘From locus amoris to Infernal Pentecost: The Sin of Brunetto Latini,’’ Quaderni
d’Italianistica 10 (1989): 109–32; LillianM. Bisson, ‘‘Brunetto Latini as a FailedMentor,’’Medie-

valia et Humanistica 18 (1992): 1–15.
73. Charles Davis, ‘‘Brunetto Latini andDante,’’ Studi medievali 3 (1967): 432.
74. Julia Bolton Holloway, ‘‘Chancery and Comedy: Brunetto Latini and Dante Alighieri,’’

Lectura Dantis 3 (1988): 85; cf. Julia Bolton Holloway, Twice-Told Tales: Brunetto Latini and Dante
Alighieri (New York: Lang, 1993), 152.

75. Giovanni Villani, Nuova Cronica, ed. Giovanni Porta, 3 vols. (Parma: Fondazione Pietro
Bembo, 1991), 2:27–28. On the translation of la Politica, see John M. Najemy, ‘‘Brunetto Lati-
ni’s ‘Politica,’’’Dante Studies 112 (1994): 33–34.
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whelming preoccupation, as it emerges in his works, was with the welfare
of his city.’’76 Latini’s real-life reputation hardly seems, therefore, to con-
firm recent critical characterizations of him as a man guilty of ‘‘deep pessi-
mism about human nature’’ (Armour), ‘‘refusal to be bound by limitations
of age or family or gender’’ (Freccero), ‘‘lack of spiritual vision’’ (Nevin),
‘‘rejection of love’’ (Costa), ‘‘obsession with fame’’ (Bisson), ‘‘pride and the
desire to be associated with great and famous literary men’’ (Verdicchio),
‘‘incurable pride in worldly fame’’ (Vance), ‘‘exclusivity and solitude’’ (Chi-
ampi), ‘‘failure to perceive conflicts of interest in his service to the Angevin
Charles’’ (D’Antoni), ‘‘ethnocentric ‘madness’’’ (Stone), ‘‘violence to the
great law of motion which the will of God enjoins on the whole of
the created world’’ (Mussetter), ‘‘dealing with money’’ (Holloway), or ‘‘love
of money, opportunism, devotion to external things, and so on’’ (Vance
again).77 The historical Brunetto Latini seems no more guilty of the intel-
lectual and philosophical sins laid at his door by Dante scholars today than
he was of the sodomy those scholars so often deny or discount.

Only with the advent of commentary on Dante’s poem did Brunetto’s
reputation come under negative—and often factually inaccurate—scrutiny
at all. Boccaccio, for example, mistakenly observes in his commentary on
Inferno 15 that ‘‘per isdegno partitosi di Firenze . . . n’andò a Parigi e quivi
dimorò lungo tempo; . . . e ultimamente credo si morisse a Parigi’’ (when,
out of disdain, he left Florence . . . he went to Paris and lived there a long
time; . . . and finally, I believe, he died in Paris).78 The Anonimo Selmiano
quite shrilly (and without evidence) claims that ‘‘ser Brunetto non curò del-
l’anima, fu uomo molto mondano; e molto peccò in soddomia, e avilı̀o
molto le cose di Dio e di Santa Chiesa’’ (Ser Brunetto did not take care of
the soul, was a very worldlyman; and sinnedmuch in sodomy, and despised

76. Costa, ‘‘From locus amoris to Infernal Pentecost,’’ 117.
77. Armour, ‘‘Brunetto, the Stoic Pessimist,’’ 11; John Freccero, ‘‘The Eternal Image of the

Father,’’ in The Poetry of Allusion: Virgil and Ovid in Dante’s Commedia, ed. Rachel Jacoff and Jef-
frey T. Schnapp (Stanford University Press, 1991), 70; Nevin, ‘‘Ser Brunetto’s Immortality,’’ 29;
Costa, ‘‘From locus amoris to Infernal Pentecost,’’ 124; Bisson, ‘‘Brunetto Latini as a FailedMen-
tor,’’ 11; Massimo Verdicchio, ‘‘Re-reading Brunetto Latini and Inferno XV,’’ Quaderni d’Italia-
nistica 21 (2000): 78; Eugene Vance,Mervelous Signals: Poetics and Sign Theory in the Middle Ages

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), 251; James T. Chiampi, ‘‘Ser Brunetto, Scriba
andLitterato,’’Rivista di Studi Italiani 18 (2000): 16; Francesca GuerraD’Antoni,Dante’s Burning
Sands: Some New Perspectives (New York: Lang, 1991), 108; Stone, ‘‘Sodomy, Diversity, Cosmopol-
itanism,’’ 125; Sally Mussetter, ‘‘‘Ritornare a lo suo principio’: Dante and the Sin of Brunetto
Latini,’’ Philological Quarterly 63 (1984): 435, 441; Holloway, Twice-Told Tales, 289; Eugene
Vance, ‘‘The Differing Seed: Dante’s Brunetto Latini,’’ in Vernacular Poetics in the Middle Ages,
ed. Lois Ebin (Kalamazoo,MI:Medieval Institute, 1984), 147.

78. Citations from and references to Boccaccio’s commentary on the Divine Comedy are
from the ‘‘DartmouthDante Project,’’ http://dante.dartmouth.edu/.
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much the things of God and Holy Church).79 When, in canto 15, Dante’s
charactermarvels that Latini is in hell, Cristoforo Landino asserts that

certo pare non picchola maraviglia che uno huomo ornato
di tanta virtù et doctrina si lasci trascorrere in tanta macula.
Preterea dimostra che con difficultà potessi conoscere
queste anime per essere molto arse dallo ’ncendio. Il che
allegoricamente dinota che l’ardore di sı̀ bestiale cupidità
guasta in forma el volto, che l’huomo non è riconosciuto,
cioè leva ogni imagine d’huomo et fagli simili alle fiere.
Eramolto trasfigurato ser Brunecto; et nientedimeno
Danthe lo riconobbe.

[certainly it appears not a small marvel that a man ornamented with so
much virtue and learning could let himself pass into somuch stain.
Further, [the poem] shows that with difficulty could these souls be known
through being very burned by the fire. Which allegorically denotes that
the ardor of such bestial lust wastes the face in form, that theman is not
recognized, that is, it removes all image of man andmakes them similar to
wild beasts. Ser Brunetto was very transfigured; and Dante hardly knew
him.]80

Similar condemnations of Brunetto—uninformed, unwarranted,misguided,
and misleading (but very much in line with the censorious observations of
Dante scholars today)—abound in the commentaries of the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.

Dante may, however, have intended his portrayal of Brunetto Latini to
have a very different effect. Dante describes his encounter with Brunetto
using images, themes, and language conspicuously borrowed from the writ-
ings of Brunetto himself.81 An examination of Latini’s writings quickly
reveals that he, not unlike Giovanni del Virgilio, disparages any but a male
audience made up of his economic and political peers, although Latini
writes in the vernacular (both French and Italian). Evocatively, Brunetto
chooses in both hismajor works, theLivres dou tresor (1268) and theTesoretto
(ca. 1274), to characterize his literary output as a treasure that must be cir-
culated selectively, secured and safeguarded from wide dispersal and deval-
uation. In the Livres dou tresor, for example, Latini writes to his reader, ‘‘Et

79. Citations from and references to the Italian commentary of the Anonimo Selmiano on
theDivine Comedy are from the ‘‘DartmouthDante Project,’’ http://dante.dartmouth.edu/.

80. Citations from and references to Cristoforo Landino’s commentary on the Divine Com-
edy are from the ‘‘DartmouthDante Project,’’ http://dante.dartmouth.edu/.

81. See, e.g., Costa, ‘‘From locus amoris to Infernal Pentecost,’’ 112–14; Verdicchio, ‘‘Re-
reading Brunetto Latini and Inferno XV,’’ 68–69; Elisabetta Pellegrini Sayiner, ‘‘FromBrunetto
Latini toDante’s Ser Brunetto’’ (dissertation,University of Pennsylvania, 2000), 339–61; Stone,
‘‘Sodomy, Diversity, Cosmopolitanism,’’ 100;Holloway,Twice-Told Tales, 181–82, 295.
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por ce que li tresors qui ci est ne doit estre donez se à home non qui soit
soffisans à si haute richesce, le baillerai je à toi, biax dous amis; car tu en es
bien dignes seloncmon jugement’’ (And because the treasure which is here
should not be given to a man who is not sufficient for such high riches, I
lend it to you, my dear, sweet friends; for you are worthy of it according to
my judgment) (2).82

More expansively, in the Tesoretto, Brunetto scorns readers at large in
favor of the ‘‘valente segnore’’ (worthy lord) (line 1) to whom the poem is
dedicated and ‘‘Di cui non somigliore / Su la terra trovare, / Ché non avete
pare / Né in pace né in guerra’’ (than whom I do not know how to find a
better on earth, because you do not have a peer either in peace or war)
(lines 2–5).83Latini comments that

io nonn’o trovato
Homo di carne nato
Che sia dengno d’avere,
Né quasi di vedere,
Lo scritto k’io vi mostro
In lettere d’incostro.

(Lines 77–82)

[I have not foundman born of flesh who is worthy of having, nor almost of
seeing, the writing that I show you in letters of ink.]

Brunetto, moreover, disparages the judgment of the general public as read-
ers and evaluators of serious writing,

Ch’i’o visto sovente
Vil tenere a la gente
Molte valenti cose;
E pietre pretiose
Son già cadute sicco
Che son gradite poco.

(Lines 87–92)

[because I have often seenmany worthy things held loathsome by the
people; and precious stones have already fallen such that they are
appreciated little.]

Latini concludes his preface to the Tesoretto by saying that, if his book is to
be circulated widely ‘‘in mano di fanti’’ (in the hands of children) (line
105), he prefers ‘‘ke sia pesto, / E di carta in quaderno / Sia gittato in

82. Brunetto Latini,Li livres dou tresor, ed. P. Chabaille (Paris, 1863).
83. Brunetto Latini, Il tesoretto (The Little Treasure), ed. and trans. Julia Bolton Holloway

(New York: Garland, 1981).
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inferno’’ (that it be crushed, and from parchment to binding be thrown
into hell) (lines 110–12).

In this way, Brunetto expresses a political and economic elitism with
respect to audience that rivals Giovanni del Virgilio’s. Brunetto’s writings
are, moreover, literally works of ‘‘homosocial reproduction’’—guidebooks
for promising young men on how to conform themselves to other similar
men in order to advance their careers in the manly society of business and
politics.84 The Livres dou tresor gives information and guidance on a wide
range of topics—including the way to write letters (492–93); history, geog-
raphy, and biology that a man of the mercantile elite should know (see,
e.g., 83–102); instructions ‘‘à connoistre les vertus’’ (on recognizing virtues)
(273–75); and an entire ‘‘treatise’’ concerning ‘‘the appointment, qualifica-
tions, duties and comportment in office of the administrative, judicial, and
military official known as the podestà.’’85 The Tesoretto is similarly written as a
social primer for men of privilege—explicitly, for the anonymous ‘‘valente
segnore’’ to whom it is dedicated but, implicitly, for elite young men who
aspire to refinement and sophistication. In the course of the poem’s central
section on the ‘‘grande piano giocondo’’ (large and merry plain) (line
1221), Brunetto’s narrator follows a ‘‘cavaler valente’’ (worthy knight) (line
1571) from court to court in order to receive wisdom and guidance from
four allegorical figures—Generosity (lines 1363–1570), Courtesy (lines
1571–1856), Loyalty (lines 1857–1972), and Prowess (lines 1973–2170)—
in such matters as how to gamble ‘‘per fare honore / Ad amico od a seng-
nore’’ (to honor friend or lord) (line 1437). This ‘‘bel cavalero’’ (handsome
knight) (line 1367) is a largely undeveloped character who serves as a surro-
gate for Brunetto’s reader. The implied, ideal reader of the poem, then, is a
young male of social promise who wishes to learn and observe proper
mores and decorum. Women, except in the form of allegorical figures,
such as Nature (line 289), Justice (line 1315), Generosity (line 1343), Fear
(line 2282), and Hope (line 2283), are wholly absent from the poem’s con-
tent and vision. Even La penetenza at the poem’s end is explicitly addressed
to aman ofmeans and refinement—the unnamed ‘‘fino amico caro’’ (fine,
dear friend) (line 2427).

But in contrast to the protohumanism of Giovanni del Virgilio and
AlbertinoMussato, theTesoretto is a ‘‘verse summa’’ in the distinctlymedieval
tradition of theRoman de la Rose (ca. 1230, revised ca. 1270–80), ‘‘a text Bru-
netto had brought from France, which would be translated into Italian son-
nets by amember of his circle as Il Fiore’’ and fromwhich Latini’s own works

84. RosabethMoss Kanter,Men andWomen of the Corporation (New York: Basic Books, 1977),
47–68.

85. Najemy, ‘‘Brunetto Latini’s ‘Politica,’’’ 34.
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draw several critical elements.86 The Roman is a book with an important,
though somewhat inconsistent, history with respect to gender and women
readers. With its idealization of the narrator’s female love interest, Guil-
laume de Lorris’s portion of the poem (ca. 1230) stands within the same
lyric tradition as Dante’s dolce stil novo. Jean de Meun’s extensive continua-
tion of theRoman (ca. 1270–80), however, offers a decidedlymasculine per-
spective on an encyclopedic range of topics—from love to spirituality, and
from corruption among friars to the bitter cynicism of debauched old
women. Jean de Meun ends the poem, moreover, with the thinly veiled,
arguably pornographic description of a woman’s rape by her male lover.
Yet, within the Roman itself, Jean directly addresses, among others, ‘‘vaillanz
fames, / soiez damoiseles ou dames, / amoureuses ou sanz amis’’ (worthy
women, be you married or unmarried, in love or without lovers) (15.165–
67).87 Although this inscribed feminine audience is, as Kevin Brownlee has
observed, ‘‘a potentially universal female figure’’ without concrete, real-
world counterpart,88 the Roman seems in fact to have appealed to female
readers more or less proportionally to male readers in the Middle Ages.
Library inventories, wills, and other documents reveal that women owned
at least four of the thirty identified manuscripts of the Roman de la Rose in
the fourteenth century, as well as possibly two others.89

At the same time, however, many medieval readers—consciously or un-
consciously, approvingly or disapprovingly—recognized in the Roman a
propensity toward antifeminism. At the end of the thirteenth or beginning
of the fourteenth century, for example, the redactor of the Bi manuscript
of the Roman carefully excises the bulk of the antifeminist material from
the poem, suggesting a firm sense of that material’s thematic unity—and
impropriety—precisely because of its antifeminism.90 In the last quarter of
the fourteenth century, Jean Le Fèvre de Ressons ‘‘traite le Roman de la Rose
avant tout comme un dit contre les femmes’’ (treats the Roman de la Rose

86. Earl Jeffrey Richards, Dante and the ‘‘Roman de la Rose’’: An Investigation into the Vernacular

Narrative Context of the ‘‘Commedia’’ (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1981), 25–26, 29; Holloway, Twice-
Told Tales, 146. Sally Mussetter suggests that Latini is a protohumanist in his ‘‘preference for
secular knowledge,’’ although ‘‘Brunetto is at best a proto-humanist, to be sure’’ (‘‘‘Ritornare a
lo suo principio,’’’ 442). I would argue in response that Brunetto is at best a proto-protohu-
manist, especially in comparison withGiovanni del Virgilio andAlbertinoMussato.

87. Citations and references to the Roman de la Rose are fromGuillaume de Lorris and Jean
deMeun,Le Roman de la Rose, ed. Félix Lecoy, 3 vols. (Paris: Champion, 1973–75).

88. Kevin Brownlee, ‘‘Reflections in the Miroër aus Amoreus: The Inscribed Reader in Jean
deMeun’sRoman de la Rose,’’ inMimesis: FromMirror toMethod, Augustine to Descartes, ed. JohnD.
Lyons and StephenG.Nichols Jr. (Hanover, NH:University Press of NewEngland, 1982), 66.

89. Pierre-Yves Badel, Le Roman de la Rose au XIVe siècle: Étude de la réception de l’œuvre

(Geneva: Droz, 1980), 56–61.
90. Sylvia Huot, The Romance of the Rose and Its Medieval Readers: Interpretation, Reception, Man-

uscript Transmission (CambridgeUniversity Press, 1993), 141–43.
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above all as a comment against women),91 and in 1401, Christine de Pisan
roundly condemns Jean de Meun and the poem, primarily because ‘‘si ex-
cessivement, impettueusement et tres nonveritablement il accuse, blasme
et diffame femmes de pluseurs tres grans vices et leurs meurs tesmoingne
estre plains de toute perversité’’ (so excessively, impetuously, and very un-
truthfully he accuses, blames, and defames women formany very great vices
and professes that theirmorals are full of all perversity).92

As SylviaHuot has observed, ‘‘The evidence of themanuscripts shows . . .

that medieval reception of the Rose was pluralistic rather than monolithic.
The poem was transmitted in a variety of contexts, read from a variety of
perspectives.’’93 But the antifeminism of the poem’s continuation is never-
theless an established characteristic and occasional focus in its medieval
reception. For this reason, the Tesoretto, as a literary descendant of the
Roman, is a homosocial poem within a literary tradition that is recognized
and sometimes criticized, even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
for its antifeminism. Dante’s Commedia conspicuously stands outside this
tradition. Indeed, in the case of Christine de Pisan, an actual female reader
of Dante in the Middle Ages, her ‘‘preoccupation with Dante coincides
clearly with her participation in the Quarrel over the Roman de la Rose. It
seems evident that Christine’s rejection of the great French allegory goes
hand in hand with her championing of the Commedia.’’94While Dante him-
self is not entirely above disparaging the ‘‘piccioletta barca . . . ché forse, /
perdendo me, rimarreste smarriti’’ (little boat . . . because maybe, losing
me, you would remain adrift) (Paradiso 2.1, 2.5–6), his poem is not a nar-
row homosocial primer or antifeminist summa in the tradition of Brunetto
Latini and Jean de Meun—any more than it is a politically partisan Latin
epic or Senecan tragedy in the mode of Albertino Mussato and Giovanni
del Virgilio. Rather than condemning Brunetto personally for moral turpi-
tude, Inferno 15 may merely be characterizing the genre and tradition of
Brunetto’s writings—figuratively and wittily—as narcissistically obsessed
withmercantilemasculinity.

This exclusive, exclusionary narcissism is apparent in Dante’s portrayal
of Brunetto within the Inferno itself. As James Chiampi has observed,
Dante’s Latini ‘‘is on no mission of reconciliation: he despises his compa-
triot Florentines and Fiesolans as implacably as the Scribes and Pharisees
despised the publicans, prostitutes, tax collectors and other low-lives with

91. Badel,Le Roman de la Rose au XIVe siècle, 196.
92. Christine de Pisan et al., Le débat sur le Roman de la Rose, ed. EricHicks (Paris: Champion,

1977), 16.
93. Huot,Romance of the Rose and ItsMedieval Readers, 37.
94. Earl Jeffrey Richards, ‘‘Christine de Pizan and Dante: A Reexamination,’’ Archiv für das

Studium der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen 222 (1985): 102.
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whom Christ associated. And he despises no less implacably his eternal
companions in this girone.’’95 Given Latini’s contemporary reputation as
‘‘gran filosafo . . . e maestro in digrossare i Fiorentini’’ (a great philoso-
pher . . . and master in refining the Florentines), the scornful denigration
of Florence by Dante’s Brunetto seems oddly out of character—a perplex-
ingly bitter, gratuitous diatribe.96 In contrast to the historical figure, re-
membered and honored in Florence for being wise and for having taught
the Florentines courtly refinement and political judgment, Dante’s Bru-
netto is utterly contemptuous of ‘‘quello ingrato popolo maligno / che dis-
cese di Fiesole ab antico, / e tiene ancor del monte e del macigno’’ (that
ungrateful, malignant people who descended from Fiesole from of old,
and still keep hold of the mountain and the rock) (Inferno 15.61–63). As
Eugene Vance has noted, ‘‘Dante himself will later excoriate the vainglory
of certain Florentines, especially those who take pride in the ancestry of
their families (ParadisoXVI),’’ but he, unlike his character Brunetto, ‘‘obvi-
ously continues to see the bond between individuals and their native soci-
ety as a sacred one.’’97

Coupled with disdain for Florence, Brunetto’s characterization in the
Inferno is dominated by shameless flattery of Dante: ‘‘tra li lazzi sorbi / si dis-
convien fruttare al dolce fico’’ (among the sour serviceberry trees it is not
fitting to produce the sweet fig) (15.65–66). This shameless flattery, remi-
niscent of the flattery of the ‘‘valente segnore’’ (worthy lord) (line 1) and
‘‘fino amico caro’’ (fine, dear friend) (line 2427) in the Tesoretto itself, is in
fact key to Dante’s characterization of Latini. According to the inflated rhe-
toric of Dante’s Brunetto in the Inferno, Dante’s ‘‘fortuna’’ is to have ‘‘tanto
onor . . . / che l’una parte e l’altra avranno fame / di te; ma lungi fia dal
becco l’erba’’ (so much honor . . . that one party and the other will hunger
for you, but the plant will be far from the goat) (15.70–72). This compla-
cent prediction of unsatisfied hunger for the ‘‘becco’’ contradicts a similar
digestive metaphor used by Cacciaguida in the Paradiso: ‘‘se la voce tua sarà
molesta / nel primo gusto, vital nodrimento / lascerà poi, quando sarà
digesta’’ (if your voice will be an annoyance in the first taste, it will later be
vital nutrition, once it is digested) (17.130–32). Brunetto’s focus on ‘‘onor’’
(honor) (Inferno 15.70), on the ‘‘glorı̈oso porto’’ (glorious port) to which
Dante’s star will guide him (Inferno 15.56), and on the decided lack of
sweetness, elegance, or culture in the ‘‘becco’’ (goat) (15.72), ‘‘lazzi sorbi’’
(sour serviceberry trees) (15.65), or ‘‘bestie fiesolane’’ (Fiesolan beasts)
(15.73) marks Brunetto’s scorn for Florence as less concerned with the

95. Chiampi, ‘‘Ser Brunetto, Scriba andLitterato,’’ 6.
96. Villani,Nuova Cronica, 2:27–28.
97. Vance,Mervelous Signals, 250.
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city’s true, inner honor—and, hence, need for Cacciaguida’s ‘‘vital nodri-
mento’’ (vital nutrition) (Paradiso 17.131)—than with the Florentines’
superficial, external honor, their sophistication and taste or lack thereof:
‘‘Vecchia fama nel mondo li chiama orbi’’ (old fame around the world calls
them blind) (Inferno 15.67). Through his criticism of Florence and his flat-
tery of Dante, the figure of Brunetto seeks to separate his ‘‘figliuol’’ (little
son) (Inferno 15.31 and 15.37) from the common rabble, to isolate and
reproduce elite homosocial masculine culture in Dante, just as Latini the
author had tried to dowith respect to hismale readers in theLivres dou tresor
and the Tesoretto. In ‘‘la cara e buona imagine paterna’’ (the dear and good
paternal image) of Brunetto (Inferno 15.83), Dante further encourages the
identification of himself with Brunetto’s readers as he ‘‘images his own writ-
ing, as well as textual production in general, as a male homosocial practice
founded on paternity.’’98

But this identification takes place in the context of hell rather than at
the top of the mountain of purgatory, where Dante meets his flawed but
repentant stilnovistic precursors, or, better yet, in paradise, where Dante
encounters Cunizza and Folquet.99 The infernal backdrop is a convenient,
ironic way for Dante to announce definitively that he has chosen not to
write a poem in the exclusive, didactic, male-oriented, homosocial tradition
of the Livres dou tresor and the Tesoretto—that is, has chosen not in fact to be
Brunetto’s ‘‘figliuol’’ (little son) (Inferno 15.31 and 15.37). This announce-
ment of literary purpose and generic differentiation is quite necessary in
Dante’s day. As Earl Jeffrey Richards has noted, ‘‘Dante’s relationship to
Brunetto is necessarily more significant than his relationship to contempo-
rary lyric poets because Brunetto and Dante were both trying to develop
extended narrative.’’100Dante’s debt to Latini, a fellow pioneer in the crea-
tion of vernacular narrative poetry, is pervasive and, as others have pointed
out,101 implicitly acknowledged from the very first lines of theCommedia:

Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita
mi ritrovai per una selva oscura,
che la diritta via era smarrita.

(Inferno 1.1–3)

[In themiddle of our life’s path, I foundmyself in a dark forest, because
the right way was lost.]

98. Holsinger, ‘‘Sodomy andResurrection,’’ 248.
99. As Pertile notes, even placement in purgatorymay imply criticism rather than approval

(‘‘Does the Stilnovo Go toHeaven?,’’ 104).
100. Richards,Dante and the ‘‘Roman de la Rose,’’ 30.
101. See, e.g., Madison U. Sowell, ‘‘Brunetto’s Tesoro in Dante’s Inferno,’’ Lectura Dantis 7

(1990): 65–66.
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E io in tal corrocto,
Pensando a capo chino,
Perdei il gran cammino,
E tenni a la traversa
D’una selva diversa.

(Tesoretto, lines 186–90)

[And I in such a state of lament, thinking with head bent, lost the great
path, and held to the crossroad of a different forest.]

Dante’s readers certainly saw and understood the closeness of the associa-
tion between Dante and Brunetto as writers: ‘‘We have several manuscripts
of the Tesoretto as actually bound with the Commedia, emphasizing their per-
ceived relationship.’’102 But Dante’s poetic project in the Divine Comedy is
nonetheless very different from that in Brunetto’s writings—most notably
in the expansive comedic genre that Dante chooses, the artistic autonomy
that he embraces from the stilnovistic tradition, and the inclusive mixed-
gender audience that he ostensibly addresses. A less expansive genre, less
autonomous tradition, or less inclusive audience would, to borrow James
Chiampi’s words, be ‘‘contrary to the inclusiveness that Piccarda demon-
strates and propounds in Paradise (Paradiso 3.43–45).’’103 Dante’s place-
ment of Brunetto among the sodomites can be seen to reflect less on Bru-
netto’s real-life moral character—or even on Dante’s judgment of that
character—than on Dante’s self-positioning in relation to a particular po-
etic tradition of his time. Latini’s placement in hell may reveal more about
Dante than about Latini, andmay have been intended to do so.

As Bourdieu notes, ‘‘The history of the [literary] field arises from the
struggle between the established figures and the young challengers. The
ageing of authors, schools and works is far from being the product of a
mechanical, chronological, slide into the past; it results from the struggle
between those who have made their mark . . . and who are fighting to per-
sist, and those who cannot make their mark without pushing into the past
those who have an interest in stopping the clock, eternalizing the present
stage of things. ‘Making one’s mark’, initiating a new epoch, means win-
ning recognition, in both senses, of one’s difference from other producers,
especially themost consecrated of them; it means, by the same token, creat-
ing a new position, ahead of the positions already occupied, in the van-
guard.’’104 To ‘‘make his mark,’’ Dante must push into the past the firmly
consecrated tradition of Brunetto Latini. But at the same time, he must
fight to persist against the protohumanists who are in turn trying to push

102.Holloway,Twice-Told Tales, 296.
103. Chiampi, ‘‘Ser Brunetto, Scriba and Litterato,’’ 20.
104. Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 60.
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him into the past.105 By addressing a half-real, half-fictitious audience of
women, Dante accomplishes both these tasks, identifying himself with the
stilnovistic tradition within which he is taking his stand and making his
mark as a writer. Dante’s characterization of Brunetto Latini as a sodomite
further advances his agenda, using gender and sexuality to distance himself
from an important precursor and a prior tradition. In the context of the
Divine Comedy’s encyclopedic scope, Dante’s portrayal of Latini becomes a
defense against potential accusations that he is abandoning the dolce stil
novo in favor of a summa or tesoro of his own.

In the end, Dante, a bookish sort of man,106 who, after his exile from
Florence, largely turned away from active politics toward poetry, may be
writing at least as much about books as about people in the Commedia. In
Dante’s poem, as Gianfranco Contini notes, ‘‘il viaggiatore d’oltretomba è
un uomo di lettere’’ (the pilgrim of the afterlife is a man of letters) after
all.107 The fact that Dante chooses two literary figures as his guides to the
afterlife—Virgil (the classical model of epic poetry) and Beatrice (a char-
acter from one of his own earlier literary efforts)—indicates that the
Divine Comedy is at least as much a literary journey as a moral or spiritual
one. An even better indication of the journey’s literary thrust is the way in
which Dante represents the souls of other literary figures portrayed in his
poem. Dante is not at all above basing his characterizations of his literary
saints and sinners on complete, unabashed fiction. Indeed, as Christian
Moevs has observed, Dante’s poem ‘‘is a relentless assault on the conven-
tional boundary between reality and fiction. . . . It fictionalizes historical
characters and historicizes fictional characters until we can no longer say
which is which.’’108 For example, Dante takes liberties with the facts in his
portrayal of Statius in Purgatorio 21–22, positing a fictitious religious con-
version for him. This fictional conversion confirms both Dante’s ability
and his inclination tomanipulate facts in his imaginary afterlife. In the fic-
tional figure of Statius, as Teodolinda Barolini has argued, Dante creates a

105. Gilson traces the development of Dante’s reputation among the humanists of succeed-
ing generations, noting both the humanists’ frequent judgment of Dante as outdated and, nev-
ertheless, Dante’s posthumous success in persisting: ‘‘Some of Dante’s later Florentine readers,
especially the two generations of humanists that followed Petrarch and Boccaccio, were aware
of the lacunae in his knowledge of antiquity and were often startled by his promotion of the
vernacular, as well as by his political views and his decidedly unusual approach to certain classi-
cal texts. To this humanist avant-garde Dante did indeed appear outmoded, medieval even. . . .

But not all Florentines adopted this critical approach, and most early humanists active in Flor-
ence did not regard his ‘medieval’ qualities as sufficient reason for discarding him’’ (Dante and
Renaissance Florence, 4).

106. Ahern, ‘‘Singing the Book,’’ 228.
107. Contini,Un’idea di Dante, 40.
108. Christian Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy (Oxford University Press, 2005),

185.
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bridge between pagan Virgil and himself, inventing a classical, Christian
poet who imperfectly combines the elements of pagan epic and Christian
faith—in contrast to themore perfect fusion of those elements in theCom-
media.109

If Dante can posit a fictional Christian conversion for Statius in order
better to reorient Statius, Virgil, and himself in his own self-defining and
self-promoting narrative of literary history, hemight also posit fictional sod-
omy for Brunetto Latini in order tomake the point that hisDivine Comedy is
something very different from what Latini attempted. Since he could not
know that his poemwouldmake ‘‘narrative believers of us all,’’ Dantemight
have considered sodomy for the familiar and respected Florentine figure
of Brunetto Latini to be as absurd and obviously fictional as Christianity for
the time-honored classical figure of Statius, so well-known to every four-
teenth-century Italian schoolboy. By not ‘‘rerealizing’’ the literary struggles
and debates of Dante’s day, we may have judged Brunetto Latini too
harshly and missed Dante’s point entirely. After all, Dante’s own blessed
eagle in the heavenly sphere of Jupiter warns, ‘‘E voi, mortali, tenetevi
stretti / a giudicar: ché noi, che Dio vedemo, / non conosciamo ancor tutti
li eletti’’ (And you, mortals, keep yourselves strictly from judging: because
we, who see God, do not even know all the elect) (Paradiso 20.133–35), and
Dante’s Saint Thomas Aquinas cautions, ‘‘Non sien le genti, ancor, troppo
sicure / a giudicar’’ (Do not let people be secure, yet, in judging) (Paradiso
13.130–31).

109. Teodolinda Barolini,Dante’s Poets: Textuality and Truth in the Comedy (PrincetonUniver-
sity Press, 1984), 256–69.
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